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LTi Hosts 2nd Annual Leadership Live with Propel Finance and Acquis Data 
Services as Sponsors 

 
 
September 13, 2023 – LTi Technology Solutions (LTi), a leading provider in asset finance software 
solutions, is thrilled to announce its 2nd Annual Leadership Live Event. LTi along with key 
sponsors, Propel Finance and Acquis Data Services are again hosting and organising this special 
event featuring industry leaders who focus on Environmental, Social and Governance policies 
(ESG). 
 
Leadership Live 23 – The G of ESG will take place on September 21, 2023 at the prestigious 
Royal & Overseas League Club in London. The event is designed to foster collaboration, spark 
new ideas and facilitate meaningful connections, while sharing best practices around the 
Governance area of Environmental, Social and Governance corporate policies (ESG) and 
promises to be a transformative experience for all attendees. 
 
Highlights of the event include these thought-provoking speakers: 
 

• Hans Daems, Head of Sustainability at Hitachi will provide his thoughts on the challenges 
a global manufacturer has around governing its business and supply chains. 
 

• Renowned expert, Ty Francis MBE, a global leader in all things related to Governance 
policies will deliver a keynote presentation on trends and emerging opportunities within 
the corporate landscape for leaders looking to implement practical and impactful 
Governance policies. 
 

• Environmental Sustainability Advocate, Gary Adlen, Founder of Carbon Happy World, will 
discuss his passion for much needed reduction as part of the panel discussions during the 
event. Gary is a strong supporter of better managing and reducing carbon emissions 
globally. 
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• Compliance and Risk Management expert, Jennifer Bodey, Compliance & Conduct Risk 
Director at Propel Finance. Jennifer has over 20 years’ experience in compliance and risk 
management roles within the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and asset leasing 
businesses. Jennifer will provide insights into managing ESG principles within a corporate 
environment and how best to implement policies that will make a difference. 
 

• Panel discussion with Asset Finance leaders and ESG Directors including John Phillipou – 
Managing Director of SME Finance at Paragon Bank, Lindsay Smart – Head of 
Sustainability at Triple Point, Hans Daems of Hitachi and Jen Bodey of Propel. 

 
 
Robert Taylor, UK Managing Director for LTi, said, “This is our 2nd Leadership Live event. Along 
with our distinguished sponsors, Propel Finance and Acquis Data Services, we are hosting with 
an incredible group of leaders with the depth of experience to share with those in our industry – 
both veterans and beginners. Sharing insights and learning from experts such as Hans Daems, Ty 
Francis, Jennifer Bodey, Lindsay Smart, John Phillipou and Gary Adlen, who we are delighted to 
have as speakers and panelists. We are excited to share this valuable information all while 
experiencing the beautiful venue of the Royal and Overseas League.” 
 
About Propel Finance 
Propel has a 26-year track record in delivering award-winning flexible & accessible funding 
solutions to over 45,000 businesses; and has been recognised by the Asset Finance 50 (AF50) 
rankings in 2023 as the fastest-growing UK asset finance lender. They are small enough to care, 
deliver a brilliant service to their customers, and big enough to have the expertise and 
technology to be a leader in SME finance. 

For further information email contact@propelfinance.co.uk or call 01633 982 922. 
Visit www.propelfinance.co.uk. 

 
About Acquis Data Services 
Acquis Data Services Ltd was established in 2022 and has recently announced its intention to 
launch Acquis Lumia, a register of asset finance borrowing. Developed with the cooperation of 
lessors from across the industry, Acquis Lumia will assist asset finance providers to identify 
suspicious or irregular balance-sheet borrowing on a large scale. This provides a clear insight into 
a customer’s lending exposure, alerting the lender to possible fraudulent activity. 

To learn more about protecting your leased assets and maximising the return from your financial 
equipment portfolio, contact us today on: 
UK: 0800 320 520 
Ireland: 1800 818 866 
Email: info@acquisinsurance.com 
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About LTi Technology Solutions 
LTi Technology Solutions is a global customer-centric, cloud-native, full lifecycle asset based 
lending finance platform.  We support equipment and asset-based finance companies, captives, 
small ticket, middle market, and independent banks throughout the U.S., UK, and Canada from 
our Omaha, NE, headquarters. Backed by comprehensive and flexible interfaces, our powerful 
technology solutions allow for improved efficiencies and decisioning. Our highly configurable 
platform, ASPIRE, empowers our customers to scale their business by streamlining the 
transaction lifecycle. 
 
For more information, call +44 (0) 1189 653 551 or +1 (800) 531-5086, or visit 
www.ltisolutions.com.  
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